
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 23

An exable of use of the Effies space. Recall not every Polich space

is a no subset of 10.1, but more importantly, it i
a closed cabset of IRN. Thus, the Effros space FLIRI)
can be bought of as the space of all Polish spaces.

In particular, one can study equivalence relations between

Polish spaces (e.g. houeomorphism) using descriptive at theory
bane such equivel, are often analytic subsets
of 5(IDN)?.

using F(G)
Another example: For

any Polish yp C, one can
constratea

universal C-space, i.e. a Polish space with a continuous

action of in on X sot, any other Polici C-space
isembedded in 90X in a certain dense.

Determinacy of open/closed ... Bowl games,

Neterminacy of open/closed games (Gale-Stewart).
Open games as closed games are determined. I.e.



given an open/closed pagoffset PEAN, bo ong At
one of the players has a winning strategy in G (P).

Player 1: No 92
... Player A wins if (an) tP.

Player 2: as as

Proof. For 4 open or closed, we call the player whose
pagoff set is the open at IP or PC) Open Player,
and we all the other player closed Player
Suppose the Open PI. doesn't have a winning strategy
oh we show that the Closed P1. does. We let

Closed PC. Play a more where the Open PI. still
doesn't have a mining strategy: in the beginning
Open PC doesn't have winning strategy. Suppose

O
My for the play s t ACN here is no winning

SYN shadesfortheOMyPlatetosetis winning for be Open PI. (i.e. 5 winning
strategy at sa) o.w.s would be winning as

well. Now if it's the Closed PC's turn ats,
then FatA at. sa is still not winning for

the Open Player, O.W. s would be winning for the



Open Player. Thus, following this strategy, the
Closed Player creates a play (and atat
no finite stage (an) naN does te Open Plage
have a winning strategy. This implies not
lan) - Closed payoff at since our, if its in

the Open Payoff set, then this would be
known of some finite stage (n7wCN, so Open
Player would have the dream winning strategy
at not stage, namely "play whatever

On Bowl determinary. After Gale-Stewart, it was also

proven t t/Go sets we determined
and the proof was already quite difficult. After
a while, in 1975, N. Martin proved the Borel

determinacy heaven, i.e. At all Bowl sets a se

determined.

Regularity properties ofanalytic cuts

Perfect at property. Recall at the determinacy of the



cat-and-choose game implied the PSP for the pagoff
set. We will use the unravelled version of this

gaze
to show the PSP for analytic sets, based on the

fact that they are projections of docent sets of
closed us are determined. The PSP property for Connalytic
abs is independent of EFC.

Muravelled cut-and-choose
game.

Let X be a perfect Police space
d let PEXxININ be the pagoff set. The unravelled

cut-and-choose
game (IP) is:

Player 1. (Hi,U), yo (u)n, y, ...

Player 2. ho i

Rules: Unit U of diam (d) -> 0
Winning: Player 1 wins if (xy) EP, where

&Ui = (x3 and y
=(yn) ·

I
other words, PII plays a witnen to x being in

proj (P).

Note MA for
any

Polish space X, taking the perfect
Kernel, we may assime X is perfect. Any analytic



subset AX is a projection of a closed subset
F =XxININ.

Prop The mapfrom the space
MI to XxIN'N

where M is the set of moves of the unravelled
cut-al-choose gave, mapping each infinite play
so its outcome (x,y) is continuous.

ProofFix(xiRGoMUEXXININ of find top on
2

sit. H(T) = U. Assive Ho

UEUxWVeXopeneWEININ basic open
gae,

all possible outcomes would be in VxW

Theem. (a) If P1.1 has a winning str. in the unravelled

game (P), PeXxININ, men it also

was a winking strat. In the usual cutral-
choose gave with payoff of projf(P)
Thus, proj(P) contains a homes, copy

of
(b)If P1.2 has a winning st in the Cn(P),

then
proj (P) is ctbl



Proof. (n) This is trivial, just don't don the yo's
1) We redo the proof for he unravelled game.

For (X,3)EXXININ, we call an even-length position
p = ((U.Uo"),Ys),o, (hix,"(y,,i,... (
-

good for (is) if (a) is "still a potential outcome
of the game after p, i.e. xt Un y? Vilian
Just like before, we observe UA UIDtP 5 maxiacl

good position p in the winning str. 5 for Player 2.
Thus, P.UMp, where Mp:=((x,s) + P: p is max-god
fr(x,y)3 Pet

We show tot (ProjMp)>1 beame
otherwise p would have an extension that's still

good for one ofthe play in Mp. Thus, projec
New ProgMp is ctb).

cor. Analytic sets have the PSP.
Proof. Let X be WCOG perfect Polish of And analytics

so A:projy F, where FEXxININ. Then
the unravelled cutral-choose gave Gulf is

a closed gaze (by the continuity of the play-to-



outcome map), house determined by GaleStement,
hence proj F has the PSP by me previous
the


